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The weighted oscillator strengths (gf) and the lifetimes for O I presented in this work were obtained
in a multicon guration Hartree-Fock relativistic (HFR) approach. In this calculation, the electrostatic parameters were optimized by a least-squares procedure, in order to improve the adjustment
to experimental energy levels. This method produces gf-values that are in better agreement with
intensity observations and lifetime values that are closer to the experimental ones. In this work we
present all the experimentally known electric dipole atomic transitions and energy levels for the O
I spectrum.
The data bases, including tables of wavelengths, energy levels, weighted oscillator strenghts and
lifetime values for the O I spectrum, are available in the electronic version of this paper only [on
the world wide web, at http://www.sbf.if.usp.br/bjp/Vol31/Num1/].

I Introduction
The ground state con guration of the neutral oxygen,
O I, is 1s2 2s2 2p4 with the terms 1 S, 3 P and 1 D. The
ionization potential for O I is 109 837.02 cm 1 (13.618
eV).
Edlen [1] has published a detailed analysis of the
spectrum of O I in which he has revised and extended
the earlier work by Fowler [2] ;Frerichs [3; 4], and More
and Rieke [5].
Moore [6] summarized in the book Atomic Energy
Levels all the energy levels for O I spectrum. Edlen [7]
presented a list of O I standard lines determined by the
Ritz combination principle.
Edlen's [1] classical paper on O I has been revised and extended by Eriksson and Isberg [8; 9], Isberg [10]. Hu man et al. [11; 12] presented results on
absortion spectra: Rydberg series from ground state
and metastable states. Moore [13] presented in a new
edition of the book Atomic Energy Levels all known
levels for the O I. Later, Moore [14] summarized all
the energy levels and wavelengths for the O I spectrum
in the book Atomic Energy Levels and Multiplet Table.
Kelly [15] summarized all the wavelengths published for

O I in the vacuum ultra-violet, VUV, region.
The purpose of this work is to present a review of
all known electric dipole transitions of O I, their oscillator strengths calculated from tted values of the
energy parameters and the lifetimes, calculated by the
same method, for all known experimental energy levels.
The work we present here was stimulated by the desire
to determine weighted oscillator strengths and lifetimes
for the O I spectrum. Both parameters are important
in the study of laboratory and solar spectra, as oxygen
is an astrophysically important element. No extensive
source of gf and lifetime values currently exists for this
spectrum.

II Calculation

The oscillator strength f ( 0 ) is a physical quantity
related to line intensity I and transition probability
W ( 0 ), as given by Sobelman [16]:
W(

with,

2 2
0) = 2! e jf ( 0 )j
3

mc

(1)
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0) / g jf ( 0 )j = gf:

/ gW (

Here m = electron mass , e = electron charge , = initial quantum state , ! = (E ( ) E ( 0 ))=h, E ( ) initial
state energy, g = (2J +1) is the number of degenerate
quantum states with angular momentum J (in the formula for the initial state). Quantities with primes refer
to the nal state.
In the equation above, the weighted oscillator
strength, gf; is given by Cowan [17]:
8 2 mca20 
S;
(2)
3h
where  = jE ( ) E ( 0 )j =hc, h =Planck's constant,
c=light velocity, and a0 = Bohr radius, and the electric
dipole line strength is de ned by:
gf =

S=

P1

< J

0J 0 > 2 :

(3)

This quantity is a measure of the total strength of
the spectral line, including all possible transitions between m, m' di erent Jz eigenstates. The tensor operator P1 ( rst order) in the reduced matrix element
is the classical dipole moment for the atom in units of
ea0 :
To obtain gf , we need to calculate S rst, or its
square root:

S1=2 =<
0

0J 0 > :

P1

J

(4)

In a multicon guration calculation we have to expand the wavefunction j J > in terms of single conguration wavefunctions, j J >, for both upper and
lower levels:

j

J >=

X

y J

j

(5)

J >:

Therefore, we can have the multicon gurational expression for S 1=2 :
0

S1=2 =

XX

0

0

y J< J

P1

0J 0 > y

0
0

J0

(6)

The probability per unit time of an atom in a speci c state J to make a spontaneous transition to any
state with lower energy is
P ( J) =

X

A( J; 0 J 0 )

(7)

where: A( J; 0 J 0 ) is the Einstein spontaneous emission transition probability rate, for a transition from
the J state to the 0 J 0 state. The sum is over all 0 J 0
states with E ( 0 J 0 ) < E ( J ).
The Einstein probability rate is related to gf with
the following relation given by Cowan [17]:
gA =

8 2 e2  2
gf:
mc

(8)

Since the natural lifetime  ( J ) is the inverse of the
probability P ( J ), then:
( J) =

X

A( J; 0 J 0 )

 1

(9)

The natural lifetime is applicable to an isolated atom.
Interaction with matter or radiation will reduce the lifetime of a state.
The values for gf and lifetimes given in Tables 1 and
2 respectively were calculated according to these equations.
In order to obtain better values for oscillator
strengths, we calculated the reduced matrix elements
P1 by using optimized values of energy parameters
which were adjusted from a least-squares calculation,
Cowan [17]. In this adjustment, the code tries to t
experimental energy values by varying the electrostatic
parameters. This procedure improves  values used in
eq. (2) and y J and y J values used in eq. (6).
0

0

0

III Discussion
The theoretical predictions for the energy levels
of the con gurations were obtained by diagonalizing the energy matrices with appropriate HartreeFock relativistic (HFR) values for the energy parameters.
For this purpose the computer code
developed by Cowan [17] was used.
The program allowed us to calculate energy levels, wavelengths, transition probabilities and lifetimes. For
the even-parity con gurations we have the following picture: 1s2 2s2 2p4 , 1s2 2p3 (3p+4p+5p+6p) and
1s2 2p3 (6f+7f). For the odd-parity case we study the
1s2 2s2 2p3 (3s+4s+5s+6s+7s+8s+9s+10s+11s+12s+13s
+14s+15s+17s+19s+20s+21s+22s+23s+24s+25s+26s
+27s+28s+29s+30s+31s), 1s2 2s2 2p3 (3d+4d+5d+6d+
7d+8d+9d+10d+11d+12d+13d+14d+15d+16d+17d+
18d+19d+20d+21d+22d+23d+24d+25d+26d+27d+
28d+29d+30d),and 1s2 2s2p5 . The members 2p3 16s
and 2p3 18s of the Rydberg serie 2p3 ns are unknown.
The interpretation of the con guration level structures
was made by a least-squares t of the observed levels. The energy level values were determined from the
observed wavelengths by an iterative optimization procedure using the program ELCALC, Radziemsky and
Kaufman [18], in which the individual wavelengths are
weighted according to their uncertainties. The energy
levels adjusted by this method were used to optimize
the electrostatic parameters by a least-squares procedure and nally these optimized parameters were used
again to calculate the gf- values and lifetimes. This
method produces gf-values that are in better agreement with line intensity observations and lifetimes that
are closer to the experimental ones.
We have presented oscillator strengths and lifetimes
for all known electric dipole transitions in O I. The
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present work is part of an ongoing program, whose goal
is to obtain weighted oscillator strengths and lifetimes
for elements of astrophysical importance. The works
for Si III, Si V, Si VI, Si VII, Si IX and Si X spectra
have been concluded [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], and [24].
In this particular work on O I, the results are part
of Costas's research project included in his BSc degree.
All tables are available only in the electronic
version of the paper on the world wide web at
http://www.sbf.if.usp.br/bjp/Vol31/Num1/.
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